Abstract
Summary of Results
Let (X, K x /2 ) be a spin Riemann surface of genus > 2. For each n > 0, we construct an increasing sequence F n Xti zeZ> 0 of finite dimensional C-vector subsheaves contained in the (9 x (K x nl2 \ regarded as local systems over X (cf. (4.3) and (5.3)). They are characterized by the following properties.
a) The initial local system F n Xt0 for i = 0 is isomorphic to the one induced from n th symmetric tensor product Sym n (C 2 ) of the vector representation space C 2 of SL(2, R) (i.e. c) The cohomology of the F Xji for n, / > 0 is as follows ((2.2.5), (3.5.1) and (4.4) Lemma): (1. 3) The construction of (1.2) can be carried out in the same way for the representations of F g on the infinite-dimensional spaces F(H, @(K~n l2 )) for n > 0 with the role of g replaced by Sym n (R 2 ), where n = 2 is the case discussed in (1.2) (see §4). The present paper studies minimal modules ^n p attached to this situation. The minimal module 3F Geometrically, the representation p: F g -> SL (2, R) determines a Riemann surface X:= p (F g )\H, together with halfcanonical (spin) bundle K% 12 (c.f. (4.1)). Then F^:=(H x F n pii )/F g for n, i>Q are local systems on X contained in G x (K~n' 2 \ which are shown to have the properties stated in the Summary. Although each step of the construction and proofs is carried out in terms of elementary use of group cohomology, as a whole, it seems that we are treating some new object, which may be summarized in a word: non-abelian theory of abelian integrals on a spin Riemann surface. To describe elements of F n ftti as global holomorphic forms on H (as solutions of algebraic differential equations) seems to be an interesting but hard problem, which we do not consider in this paper.
Many of the constructions in this paper may be carried out for further classes of discrete groups, including groups acting on higher dimensional spaces. Some Lemmas are formulated in this generality. It would be interesting to clarify the meaning of the generalization of the complex (^x®zH'(F), 6') in the Summary e) for such a discrete group F.
(1.4) The construction of the paper is as follows.
§ 2 treats the construction of a minimal module in a general setting. § 3 is devoted to a calculation of the cohomology of a surface group F g by introducing the concept of i-regularity. §4 recalls the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism and shows that the associated minimal modules SF n p = (FJ fl )^0 satisfy the regularity condition of §3. In §5, we show that the F n pti form local systems over the Riemann surface /^\H, depending only on the spin of p. The F n pti are understood as solution spaces of some linear differential equations. We study 00 00
the algebra structure on Jtf p \= 0 ^n p /F n piQ and on gr(Jf p ) ~ 0 gr(J^) in n=0 n=0 § 6. The Appendix treats the Z-structure on G J fi for n > 0, i > 0.
(1.5) The author is grateful to Prof. Y. Ihara for pointing out that (1.2) (*) is known as the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism, which is the starting point of the present work. He thanks Prof. M. Kashiwara and Prof. T. Oda for discussions and for drawing attention to a Theorem of Labute [22, 1] Let F be a finitely generated group and R an R-F module of finite rank. In (2.1) we consider a setting, in which the cohomology group H 1 (F, R) acquires a C-structure. Then Lemma (2.2) associates with this situation a construction of a filtered C-jT module 2F = (F^> 0 , which we shall call the minimal module. 
ii) For each zeZ> 0 , the module F i+1 is the largest C-F subspace of 3F containing F t such that F i + l /F i is a F-trivial module.
iii) The inclusion map i: R -> !F induces an R-isomorphism ii) Let (p: 3F -> ^ be a C-jT homomorphism commuting with /. We show by induction on f that the restriction <p | F f (for i > 0) is of the form id + 0 i5 where <^£ is a map from ii) of the Lemma is necessary for the unicity of the filtration (F f ) feN . This is equivalent to the exactness of the sequence:
The pair (3F, i) with the properties i)-iii) is unique and rigid in the
is not enough to determine the C-7" module ^ = (F f ) f > 0 , since the short exact sequence (2.2.4) depends not only on J but on the data of the projection: Z 1 (7", F t ) 
The coboundary map 6 (cf. (3.6) Compare the formula f) in the Summary of the present paper with a Theorem of Labute [22, 1] and its generalization due to Kohno and Oda [23, Theorem (1.4 
)]. §3. The Case of Surface Group
We calculate the cohomology of the surface group of genus g > 1
9
[a j9 b j '] = 1> 7=1 using surface topology (3.1)-(3.3). The key result of this section is the heredity property of regularity (3.4) and its consequences. (For the cohomology of a group with a single relation, see [11] .) (3.2) Let H -> X be the holomorphic universal covering * of X with H the complex upperhalf plane. The pull-back of the dissection on X induces a cell decomposition of H. Let Q be the free abelian group generated by the i-cells for i = 0, 1, 2. Since F g acts freely on the set of i-cells, Q is a Z/^-free module. Since H is contractible, the coboundary maps d define a free Z*r gresolution of Z :
Let us fix a base point OeH over Oe Jf. Using this notation, the complex (C*, 5) (3.2.1) is given explicitly as:
It is a direct calculation to check that the following / *(3.2.2) gives a homotopy equivalence between the complex (€"., 3) (3.2.1) and the standard resolution Fô
where / 0 (0):
3) For a right /^-module F, the cohomology group is defined as the homology H (F g , F) ~ H"((Hom zrg (C H5 , F), 5*)) of the following complex: 
..,2g. The following heredity of regularity is a key fact throughout the rest of the paper.
Lemma. If 2F is i-regular, then it is i + l-regular for i>Q.
Proof. We prove this only for 7 = a v . We proceed in 3 steps. Proof. Case i = 0. It is enough to show that lm(Z^ (F g 
In our Fuchsian group case, let us give an explicit formula: Corollary. Let the setting be as in (3.4) ] ® c E G j-2] = 0 f or 7 > t in the Kgroup, so that P(t) is a polynomial of degree < z. If i = 0, then the recursion relations, including (3.6.6), imply that P(t) is a constant, which is the class of G 0 :
.2). D
Remark. There is an isomorphism K°C ^ Z by the correspondence [G]h-»dim c G. Here in the (3.7.1) and (3.7.2), we used [G] rather than dim c G for the following reason. In the next paragraph, we study minimal modules associated to Eichler-Shimura isomorphism. The graded pieces G n pti for them depends analytically on the representation p of the surface group into SL (2, R). That is, they form vector bundles over the Teichmiiller space T g equivariant with the mapping class group action. Then the formula (3.7.1) and (3.7.2) are the formula for the class in the K-group (the Grothendieck group) for such vector bundles over T g .
§4. The Eichler-Shimura Isomorphism
We recall the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism (see [4] , [15, 16] ). The minimal modules relative to the isomorphisms are shown to be 0 (or 1-) regular in the sense of (3.4). 2) The Eichler-Shimura isomorphism is formulated as follows. 
Theorem. The map i n induces an isomorphism of R-vector spaces

4).)
An outline of the proof [15] . Serre duality implies that the right-hand side of (4.2.1) is dual to H°p(F g , T(H, (9 H (K n/2 + 1 ))) = the space of automorphic forms of weight n + 2. Then the R-ranks of the both sides of (4.2.1) are shown to be equal in Eichler [4] . The injectivity is shown by Shimura [15] using the Peterson inner product on the automorphic forms.
The isomorphism is generalized to higher-dimensional cases. (See Murakami [12] [4] . For this reason, we regard elements of F n flti for ieN as generalizations of Eichler integrals. In fact FJ tl -may be regarded as the null space for certain linear differential operators on X (cf. (5.4) 
.5). Such cp(z) I -) is called the Eichler integral of weight n \dzj
we notice that FX, O := C (x) R R 0 ~ C. 
Assertion. For given p and n, the right action ad n/2 (A) of AeSL(2, R) on
Proof. The Lemma is proved using the Wronskian as follows. At the start, for i = 0, put
The following transformation rule can be checked directly: dz This was studied by G. Bol [3] , Peterson and Eichler [4] . i) and ii) for i = 0 follows obviously from this. Particularly, D Xt0 induces an isomorphism:
(Here in this definition, there is an ambiguity of a choice of the basis of G 
k+j for some constants c,-, so that the right hand is equal to Each summand will be denoted as half canonical ring for the spin Riemann surface (X, K x 12 ) associated to the representation p. It is well known that 3^X,Q i § a finitely generated algebra over C and is noetherian.
In the remaining of this paragraph, we prove the following: 
Here F£ >O ~ C as a & x ^-module is annihilated by any element of^X t0 . The map i to the factor F Xt0 is given by abelian integrals :
Proof. The exactness of (6.3.1) follows from Lemma (4.3) and Lemma (3.6). The fact that (5° and d l are commutative with the ^X j0 -module structure follows from (6.1.2). The map i comes from the exact sequence (3. 
Appendix
In the Appendix, for a 0-regular minimal module 3F = (F^> 0 for a surface group F g , we give a Z-structure on the C-vector spaces G f := F i+1 /F t (for i > 0). This is done by an explicit lattice description of the G^-'s (see (A. 5)).
We introduce a sequence of lattices L n and maps 6® : Thus one has the following exact sequence:
(/fere by convention, we set L_ x = 0.) where Jff®" denotes the tensor product of n copies of H over Z and /,-is the contraction map from H® n to /f® ( "~2 ) defined by the cup product / of j th and (/" + 1) th components for 1 < j < n -1. 2. In view of the description of (A.4), the bilinear form /® B on H® n induces a bilinear form /" on L n , which is symmetric or skew symmetric according as n is even or odd. The fact that I n are compatible with the inclusion maps is obvious. Remark 1. The construction of the sequence L n can be started from any lattice H. The condition of the Assertion is satisfied by a wide class of lattices (e.g. one containing a unimodular sublattice of rank > 2), and the exactness (A.3) holds also for them.
2. Let us denote by P n (g) the polynomial of the right-hand side of the formula for rank(LJ. Then P n (g) = 0 has n distinct real roots in g, which separates the roots of P n +i(g) = 0. Now, we are able to describe graded pieces of a 0-regular minimal module in terms of integral lattices L n .
Lemma. Let the setting be as in (3.4) Proof. This is proved by an induction on z, where i = -1 is trivial by convention that both sides are zero. The case i = 0 is proved in Lemma (2.4.2).
The exact sequence (A.2) induces a corresponding exact sequence for L f (QzH 1^, ^). A comparison of this exact sequence with that of (3.6.4) implies (A.5).
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